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What is the BADC?

BADC data

Methodology
• Annual reports and
other internal
documents were
reviewed looking for
references to key data
centre functions.
• We focus on three
financial years in
particular 1995, 2004
and 2014.

Data Discovery
• Trends:
–
–
–
–

More complex catalogues
More standards
More aggregating portals
More records (but not as many
as you might think)

Data Access
Year

1995

2004

2014

File Downloaded

Not reported

5 million

9 million

Downloaded
Volume

Not reported

8 TB

93 TB

Identifiable distinct
users downloading

99

1496

3905

Access methods

FTP

FTP, HTTP, Some
web based Subsetting tools

FTP, HTTP, more
sub-setting tools,
Direct file system
access

Trend: users to take the processing to the data, rather than downloading the
data and running the processing at their local institutes.

Ingestion
Year

1995

2004

2014

Volume

60 GB

17 TB

2 PB

Number of files

Not reported

Not reported

89 million

• High volume datasets tend to be climate model output, numerical
weather predictions and satellite data - 1PB is the CMIP5 dataset.
Homogenous big stuff.
• High effort for ingestion is reported from the smaller scale,
heterogeneous datasets. These data require more support to as
they involve more people and are less consistent when following
file-formatting guidelines.
• Volume and number of files are not a useful metric for the ingest
effort needed.

Agreements, Licences, data policy
Year

1995

2004

2014

Data shared informally

Met Office
University groups
NERC facilities

Met Office
University groups

Met Office
University groups

Met Office
University groups
NERC facilities

Met Office

Data shared via BADC
with restrictive license
NERC facilities
Data share via BADC
with open license
NASA

NASA

Met Office
University groups
NERC facilities
NASA

• NERC data policy is now more explicitly open. Data of long-term
value (created by NERC funded research) should be curated and
must be useable for any purpose after a 2-year embargo.
• Not all data within the BADC is open. Restricted access for nonNERC or NERC data within the embargo period.
• Trend: More open data.

Data management and
preservation planning
Year

1995

2004

2014

Is the BADC a Long
term data
repository?

Maybe

Yes

Yes

Who is picking the
data to archive?

DC staff/steering
committee

DC staff

DC staff/PI

DMP?

None

Large NERC
programmes

All NERC grants

User requirements
gathering

Direct contact
(small numbers)

User surveys,
science meetings

User surveys,
science meetings

Storage and server technology

• Migration to new technologies is a continuing task which
requires thought and effort.
• POSIX file system as our data store. This is flexible, easy to
migrate and copes with large volumes, many files and is
understood by users.

Staff, Organisation and funding
3 BADC staff in
group of 5

9 BADC staff in group
of 25

User management systems
Year

1995

2004

2014

Annual queries

Not reported

1400

4060

Users from
universities

Not reported

75%

70%

Users from UK

Not reported

72%

61%

Total cumulative
user registrations

293

6,429

30,000

Query management email
system

Footprints
(Proprietary)

Footprints
(Proprietary)

User registration
system

Home grown user
management
system

Home grown user
management
system

Manually setup
system accounts

User management systems

Quarterly user registrations with CEDA. Other services (e.g. the NERC Earth
Observation Data Centre) use the same registration system, but the bulk of the user
base is from the BADC.

Conclusions
• The file system is a great base for an archive.
– It scales to the volumes needed and allows users to access data in an
intuitive form.

• Data outlives researchers (or their roles) and, in most cases,
organisations.
– It is better to have a data management plan in the beginning, and adhere
to it.

• The tools of the trade change with time.
– These changes are generally disruptive, and mostly necessary. Start
planning to retire/replace/extend systems as soon as possible and try and
predict changes in user requirements.

• Openness make running the data centre easier,
– but data managers must be aware of licensing and restriction issues,
including confidentiality. Not all data should be made open (though that
should be the default unless there is a good reason otherwise).

The Future
• Will we exist?
• What will the BADC look like in 10 years time?
– A catalogue with more detailed inter-related records
– Access to the data in a direct manner. The file system is still the way
the users want the data. (Due for a change?)
– Proportionally less downloads. Processing goes to the data
– More data in the archive – o(200)PB
– More open data
– Better sub-setting tools
– A broader user base, becoming more multidisciplinary, international
and non-academic.
– In delivering these services and systems, we assume the use of
whatever technology is available, suitable and affordable.

